Highlight: An inexpensive stereo adapter for a camera provided ~fe~'o pairs on a single color print. At a camera height of 48 inches, we obtained good resolution of a were required for later assessment of square-foot area and a scale of 1:7. The stereo prints are used with a dot grid overlay foliar cover and composition to be deterand n pocket srereoscope fo estimate foliar cover and composition.
mined for each plot. In addition, a slate with a plot code was photographed with During a study of back country meafoliar cover and composition, we devised each plot, providing positive identiticadews in the central Sierra Nevada Mouna simple "photo frame" (Fig. 3) . The tiou ofeach Print. tains of California, we needed informaupright portion, bent out of l/&inch tion on foliar cover and composition.
We are using the stereo prints with a electrical conduit, was made to set up a Travel in this high country was by helidot grid overlay and a pocket stereoscope camera height of 48 inches. We had found copter and on foot and, therefore, expento estimate foliar cover and composition. that this height produced good resolution sive. We had much ground to cover and a Generally, individual species can be idenof the vegetation on a square-foot area, limited budget.
Hence, we needed a tified, but a familiarity with the species method of gathering these data which and that standard 3.l/2-inch by S-inch comprising the vegetation type is a prints gave a scale of about 1:7.
necessity. would reduce field time--even at the The base of the photo frame was made expense of increasing office time.
Using a single camera with a stereo to Slip ow a square-foot sampling frame. Review of the literature had indicated adapter has several advantages over techthat stereophotographs would do the job.
The Photographer could thus leave a niques now in common use. The stereo However, equipment similar to that desampling frame in place for clipping and adapter ends off-setting for a second scribed by Pierce and Eddleman (1970) move to the next location. This arrange-picture and only costs about $30-much mat permitted herbage yield as well as less than a second camera. As with two or Wells (1971) appeared too cumbersome for packing up and down steep mountain trails.
Instead, we used a Honeywell Pentax' . 35 mm single-lens reflex camera with a kiastereo adapter of the same make (Fig. 1) . The adapter splits the 24.mm by 36.mm format into a stereo pair of single-frame images. If Kodacolor X film is used, the stereo pairs come from the processor on one print (Fig. 2) 
